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FOREWORD 
This report volume presents a brief technical description of the 
analytical approach and solution methodology of a study to develop 
and implement techniques for optimal assignment of launch 
vehicles to advanced space missions. This study is being per­/ 
formed for the National Aeronautics and Space Administration 
under Contkact NAS2-5202, and is monitored by Mr. Robert 
Slye and Mr. Harold Hornby of the Mission Analysis Division 
of the Office of Advanced Research and Technology. 
Individuals of Lockheed Missiles & Space Company, Sunnyvale, 
California, who contributed to this study are L. F. Fox, project 
leader; C. J. Golden, key technical member; and M. A. Brunet. 
ABSTRACT 
butng' this study, analysis is performed and computer programs developed for optimial 
assignment of expendable and reusable launch vehicles in a multi-year, multi-mission 
space program. A primary objective is provision of an analytical tool to help the 
advance planner to maximize, under restrictive budget constraints, the accomplishment 
of a future space program. Such a program will normally include existing vehicles, 
growth versions, and new starts. Explicit handling of all contributing and interrelated 
costs (recurring, nonrecurring, and sustaining) ensures global solution for a previously 
intractable problem. The programs analyze the multiple factors that apply, including 
stage and vehicle characteristics, mission requirements, production aspects, launch 
sites and pads, sustaining effort, and others. A single computer rub identifies stages 
and vehicles that comprise the optimum launch vehicle family and provides an array 
of data pertinent to this optimum. An integrated vehicle assignment and budget 
smoothing feature provides for optimal accomplishment of a space program without 
exceeding yearly budget constraints. 
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-SUMMARY 
Thi's'cument is Volume -1of a three-volume final report summarizing the results 
of the Study of Systems and Cost/Performance Methodologies for Optimization of 
Vehicle Assignment. Volumes 2 and 3 provide details on developed computer pro­
grams. This volume contains a brief technical description of the analytical approach 
and solution methodology. 
During this study, an analysis is performed and computer programs are developed for 
optimal assignment of expendable and reusable launch vehicles to payloads in a multi­
year, multi-mission space program. The primary objective is to provide an analgTtical 
tool to help the advance planner maximize, under restrictive budget constraints, the 
accomplishment of a total space program over an extended future period. 
An important result is the solution of a previously intractable problem - namely, to 
provide an optimal assignment of vehicles to missions for the least total program cost. 
The developed program explicitly handles, all contributing costs, including recurring, 
nonrecurring, and s'ustaining types that are associated with stages and vehicles, and 
their integration, alternate launch site and pad facilities -androther parameters.I
These cost factors are interrelated. Thus, changes in one vehicle-to-mission 
assignment influences all other assignments, resulting in a large combinatorial problem. 
Explicit handling of these cost categories ensures a global optimum solution. 
In operation, the complete program (i) analyzes, stage characteristics and integrates 
stages into feasible vehicles (user option). (2) screens vehicle performance againr 
mission requirements, (3) incorporates learning curve effects and batching in 
manufacture (4) provides for the use of alternate launch sites and pads, and (5), 
evaluates reusable vehicle sizes and incorporates other related parameters. The 
WA,.
 
6utut sIolution -identifies the optimum-vehicle-to-mission assignment and provides- an- , 
array of associated data. For sensitivity analyses of the various parameters that 
enter' te problem, in addition to the optimum solution; the program can identif- the 
N"next best solutions ordered by total cost. By simultaneous evaluation-of-alternately 
.configured stages, the program can be used for comparative design analyses. 
The program is integrated with a budget-smoothing program. Therefore, the- optimun 
-vehicle-to-'mission "assignment can be adjusted so that the total space program can be 
,accomplished without exceeding planned yearly budget constraints. The program also, 
is structured to provide flexibility to the user in selecting only subroutines that are 
needed for his particulat problem. 
.Section..-.. 
INTRODfUCTION. 
-I.?'-%AsxC PROBLEM 
In seeking cost reductions, the mission planner is faced with the inherent complexity' 
of space programs. It is frequently impractical to manually assess all of the inter­
related factors in the accomplishment of a multi-year, multi-mission space program 
and concurrently ensure that all applicable constraints are satisfied. 
One such previously intractable problem is that of determining the optimal assignment 
of launch vehicles to space missions for the least total program cost. Factors 
considered in this assignment include stage and vehicle physical and performance 
parameters, and costs in three basic categories -namely, recurring, nonrecurring, 
and sustaining. These costs are directly related to the accomplishment of each nfission 
in the mission model. If only recurring costs were involved, the problem could be 
solved simply. However, when non-recurring and sustaining costs are included, any 
change in the vehicle-to-mission assigInment changes, the total program cost becaiise 
of the interrelationphipbetween, these costs. 
-
In a typical example, the consideration of all possible vehicle-to-mission assignments 
for a nominal space pnogram 'having 20 possible launch vehicl'es and'300 missions over1 " 0300 
. 
a 15-year period would require the analysis of combinations on the order of 
Thus, a basic problem encountered in constructing a launch vehicle assignment model 
is combinatorial in that all possible assignments cannot'be evaluated for a problem
 
of realistic size.
 
i ;­
1. 2i' SOUTION APPROACH 
DiffereAt analytical approaches.-may be employed to avoid this combinatorial problem.
b o"'he most .promising.approaches is. to apply a modified forn2of the branch-and­
bound technique developed for the related "Traveling Salesman Problem," by Little, 
eta14i(Ref. 1). References 2 and 3 also provide related background information. 
Little's basic algorithm must first be modified to handle assignment type problems 
with realistic cost functions, since fixed, non-recurring assignment costs exist. 
These latter costs are only incurred the first time a vehicle is selected to perform 
a mission. A further algorithm modification is necessary since vehicle-related 
costs are intradependent (e. g., the "Atlas family," "Titan family," the "Agena 
family" share certain costs), so there is not a simple one-to-one relationship between 
development costs and launch vehicle candidates. 
The most important and extensive mdifications that must be made, however, are 
those which permit the explicit consideration of the time-dependent costs ("annual 
operating" cost) associated with a launch vehicle.* For realistic launch vehicle us-.­
lifetimes, these time-dependent costs are' i6ally tf the same magnitude as non-: 
recurring costs; therefore,, they cannot be handled with accuracy by iterative techniques. 
In fact, cases in which iterative methods-converge tordemonstrably erroneous solutions 
have-been found. Time-dependent costs are sufficiently large In-real space programI 
examples that iterative techniques guarantee only a relative minimum, not an absolute 
minimum cost assignment. 
1.3 GENERAL MODEL LOGIC' 
The algorithm developed during this study and described herein handles all applicable 
costs explicitly and therefore an absolute minimum cost assignment is guaranteed. 
Figure 1-1 illustrates the general flow diagram for the assignment model where the-­
*For example, sustaining engineering costs, annual launch service costs, guidance
 
support costs, and launch complex operation or maintenance costs.
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VEHICLE (STAGE) ,PER- MISSION MODEL REQUIREMENTS 
FORMANCE PARAMETERS 
* 	 AVAILABILITY DATE 0 PAYLOAD WEIGHT 
* 	 PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS 0 LAUNCH RATE/LAUNCH FAC. 
* 	 ASSOCIATED LAUNCH PAD C CHARACTERISTIC VELOCITY 
AVAILA33ILITY REQUIRED 
MISSION ECONOMICS 	 LAUNCH FAC./PAD ECONOMICS 
* 	 SHROUD a DEVELOPMENT 
* 	 MISSION PECULIAR SUPPORT a SUSTAINING 
PERFORMANCE ROUTINES 
VEHICLE/MISSION 
COMPATIBILITY SCREENS 
STAGE ECONOMICS CORE ALGORITHM IVEHICLE PECULIAR COSTS 
*-RECURRING VEHICLE ASSIGNMENT 0 RECURRING 
DEVELOPMENT BASED ON LEAST 0 DEVELOPMENT 
* SUSTAINING TOTAL COST 0 SUSTAINING 
OUTPUTS
 
o 	 LAUNCH VEHICLE ASSIGNMENT 
o 	 ANNUAL AND TOTAL COSTS
 
RECURRING
 
DEVELOPMENT
 
SUSTAINING
 
BY MISSION
 
0 QUANTITY OF EACH VEHICLE
 
(STAGE) USED BY YEAR
 
Fig. 1-1 General Model Flow Diagram 
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-,-costm'mmtzing algorithm forms the heart of -the model. Mission model requijements 
include payload weight and characteristic velocity requirements, various stage and 
vehicle per-formance requirements, proposed launch-rate and site, and other related 
-6haraeeristics. Vehicle performance capabilities are specified directly and- are ­
compared to mission requirements to determine which vehicles can and which cannot 
perform a given mission. Availability of launch vehicles and appropriate launch 
facilities are among the parameters considered in this screen. This capability data, 
along with economic data, is input to the optimization algorithm which determines the 
least cost assignment for the total program. Data is input in terms of stages Wherever 
.possible, since this practice allows the various types of cost sharing interactions to 
be considered. The output includes various breakdowns in the optimum vehicle­
mission assignment and can identify the next N best solutions for sensitivity analysis." 
For simplicity only typical data are indicated on Fig. 1-1. Complete inputs and o4upnts 
to the algorithm are discussed in detail in Section 3 and Appendices A and B. 
This computer program has been integrated with a previously developed budget 
smoothing model (Ref. 4) so that the combined program outputs a least cost total 
space program constrained by realistic funding levels. Section 4 and Volume 31 describe 
this integrated program in detail. 
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Section 2 
MULTI-BRANCH ALGORITHM 
Asindibated in--Section 1, -a significantly modified version of a branch and bound 
algorithm which provides for multiple branching at nodes is a key analytic prod'edure 
in the program. This control algorithm is described in some detail, in this section. 
2.1 ORGANIZATION OF INPUT 
Consider m missions in a mission model to be performed by at most n candidate 
launch vehicles. Each vehicle is specified by its stage components each of which 
may belong to one of several families. Table 2-1 describes the type of input cost 
data which is required. A cost must belong to one of the three categories, but may 
be related to any of the sources listed or to a particular vehicle. A family is 
essentially a shared cost group of stages which share either components, launch 
facilities or maintenance. Interstage integration may be between individual stages, 
or between families of stages or any combination of these two. 
Each mission is specified by a list-of requirements, including launch site restrictions, 
payload weight and iameter, characteristic velocity, and-annual launch rate, alonfg 
with payload costs and mission-peculiar costs. The recurring cost, c(i, j), is based 
on complete vehicle and mission.information. It is defined as the expected operational 
cost of performing the j-th mission with the ith vehicle so that 
c(i, j) = Xi) Lay + R(i)] (2.1) 
where 
Xci) = priority of mission j 0 - X - 1
 
LU) = desired number -of-launches for j-th -mission
 
2-1 ,.r
 
PO) = payload cost of mission j 
Raj) = recurring cost of vehicle i = sum of component recurring costs 
associated with vehicle i 
Table 2-1 
DESCRIPTION OF INPUT COST DATA 
-Cost-Related-to. 
a Stage
 
v"-Family-of -Stages
 
e Interstage Integration
 
* Launch Facility 
Categorized' in Terms of
 
v Unit (Recurring)
 
- Stage Procurement
 
- Launch Propellants and Services
 
- Interstage Adapter
 
- Guidance- ­
o Fixed (One-Time) 
-Basic Development or Uprating Cost
 
-Pad Conversion
 
- Subsystem Integration k,­
- Launch Complex Facility and GSE Procurement/Modifications 
e Annual 
( 
-SustainingThgineering 
- Guidance Support
 
- Complex Operation and Maintenance
 
- GSE Maintenance:
 
* - Government Ad-ministration Service 
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T miilae the model realistic and .to-eliminate computations. on vehicle-mission. 
combinations which are not usable, vehicle-mission assignments are first computer 
screened for feasibility. e(i, j) is-assigned a large positive number if, for any reason, 
the i-t vehicle cannot per-form-the j-th -mission. 
Thelist of all annual and development cost items to be considered fdrm a matrix of 
budget options (See Tables 2-2 and 2-3), which are "tied" to candidate vehiclesso 
that all budget options associated with a particular vehicle must be included in order 
for that vehicle to be eligible for assignment to any mission.* For example, if 
Vehicle 1 consisted of Stages 1 and 3 and Vehicle 2 consisted of Stages 1, 3 and 4, 
then elimination of Stage 4 development (Budget Option 3) would eliminate Vehicle 2 
from consideration but not Vehicle 1. Elimination of integration costs between! c 
Stages 1 and 3 (Budget Option 6) would eliminate both Vehicles 1 and 2 from future-' 
consideration. 
This procedure of using budget options upon which to base decisions and then relating 
these budget options back to vehicle availability for selection exploits the umque -
aspects of the problem. Instead of setting up the vehicle assignment problem to fit 
the original algorithm, the powerful features of the branch-and-bound method weri 
adapted to fit the realistik situation. Thus,, the assignment resulting from this modell 
achieves global minimum cost while considering the various economic, interactions 
between vehicles. ­
2.2 SOLUTION TECHNIQUE 
This technique in general employs a logical search of the space of all feasible 
solutions. -The solution -space is repeatedly partitioned- into smaller and smaller 
-subsets, and a lower bound is calculated for the cost of all solutions 
*Budget options may include stage development and annual costs, stage integration
 
costs, "family" type costs and launch pad modification costs.
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Table-2--2
 
LIST OF TYPICAL BUDGET OPTIONS
 
Budget - Fixed- Annual 
Option Type (Development) (Sustaining) 
Number, 
I Stage 1 15 2 
2 Stage 3 100 30 
3 Stage 4 2 1 
4 Shared Cost .1 10 -
5 Shared Cost 2 0 1 
6 -Integration Between - 15 5' 
Stages 1 and 3 
Table 2-3
 
TYPICAL VEHICLE-BUDGET OPTION" RELATIONSHIP"
 
I Stage Applicable Budget 
SNumer component Option Numbers-. 
Numberr 
1 (1,3) 1,2,5,6 
2 .''(1,3,4), 1, 2,3,4, 5,6 
3 . (2,3) 2,4,5 
L_'j
2­
2-4 
within.each subset. After each partitioning,- those subsets with a, bound that exceeds­
the cost of a known feasible solution are excluded from all further partitioningsi. 
TlId8,6cess continues until a.feasible solution-is found (no more partitioning isl 
pbsbibl6 in this -set) such that its cost. isno greater than the bound for -any other 
subset. 
For the vehicle to mission assignment problem, this process is most easily visualized 
with a tree as shown in Fig. 2-1. For simplicity in general process description, 
nomenclature in Fig. 2-1 is independent of that in Tables 2-2 and 2-3. 
At the top of the tree all vehicles are available for assignment so a lower bound is 
calculated based upon the vehicle to mission assignment which minimizes total vehicte 
recurring cost, and at the same time satisfies launch vehicle availability and mission 
requirements. All non-recurring costs are ignored at this first node. If annual, 
costs are zero for budget option A, (e.g., Stage A has development cost only) then, 
two branches are generated from the first node; one branch represents all solutions 
which require option A to be selected, (A) , and the other represents all solutions, 
where option A is not necessary, (2 . Lower bounds are then computed for each, 
of these two nodes. For the branch asstinin" s61&6tion of option A, the recurring,­
cost lower bound will remain the same as for the pr-eceding node since no vehicles 
have been excluded from ,consideration., However,, -the development cost associated, 
with selecting option' (DA) must be added to this recurring costbound for a total 
lower bound estimate. The braich excluding option A has no non-recurring cost 
associated with it so D - 0, but since all vehicles dependent upon that option must 
now be excluded from consideration in the calculation of the minimum recurring cost 
this minimum will be a member of a monotonically increasing series, yielding a new 
lower bound,, R2 , for this node. 
The branch with the least lower bound is chosen as the most promising for a new 
partition. Assume LB3 < LB2 in Fig. 2-1. If option B has an associated annual cost 
SB and the mission model duration is 2 years, then there are 3 branches generated 
2-5 
B2 . R RECURRING LOWER BOUND = R1 
R 3 - R1 DEVELOPMENT LOWER BOUND = D = 0 
R 4 _ 1 ANNUAL LOWERBOUND = S = 0 
ALLB1I = R I 
BUDGET OPTION A: DO NOT INCLUDE BUDGET OPTION A: DO INCLUDE 
LB 2 = R 2 + 0 A LB3 = R I+D A 
22 2E 
LB4 = LB = LB = 
R3 +D A +0 R4 +D A +D B ' R1+D A + D B 
+*SB +2S B 
Fig. 2=1 Decision Tree 
ft6m'this last node; one branch represents all.assignments which include option A 
but not option B, , one branch includes options A and B and sustains B for'the 
fitst ytar it is available only,. (B + I yr ), and -the last branch--also.includes options A 
ahd B,"but-sustains B for the -totalmissionmodel duration,. (B + 2-yr-).. -Ingeneral.­
there are N + 1 branches generated at each node, where N represents the period in 
years-which the mission model covers. Lower bounds are computed for each of these 
new branches as before except that the appropriate amount of annual costs for option A 
must be added to each lower bound. IfN > 10, then there are [N3 branches 
generated at each node. Each branch represents sustaining the option for an even 
number of years. This process is continued, always partitioning from the branch 
.with the least lower bound from all branches not yet considered, until a solution is f 
reached, i.e., until all of the budget options have been considered and either excluded 
or included for a specific period of time. If this solution also has a bound less than, 
or equal to the bounds established for all other uncompleted branches, then thisl solution 
is the optimum solution. If'there are bounds on other uncompleted branches whichK 
are less than the bound on the solution just found, then the partitioning process continues 
from these uncompleted,,branches until a solution is determined whose bound is less: 
*than or equal to all other calculated bounds. 
In general, the number of~branches which must be generated depends upon the number 
of budget options to be considered, the number of years coveredl by the mission model, 
and the number of Ilmost qptimal" solutions to the problem. The ntumber of budget 
options determines the-lieight of the decision tree and the number of "almost optimal" 
solutions determines the spread-of the tree. Ifthe entire tree were generated, all 
possible combinations of costs and assignments would have to be computed and nothing 
would be saved by this method- over direct enumeration. Inpractice, only a small 
portion of the tree is generated since the lower bound at any branch is a lower limit 
on any final solution genetated by branching from that point. Therefore, no branch 
need be extended past the point at which its lower bound exceeds the value of a known 
solution. 
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2',.&INCAEASING EFFECTIVENESS 
f3S' bh6sing an effective, criterionto determine which hudge, option should be. considered 
ie&tat any node and by .calculating.a lower boxmd at each node which approximates 
closely the actual lowest cost of all solutions in that set, the size of the decision tree,, 
and,.ence the calculation time, is reduced considerably. These two techniquesi will 
now be discussed for the vehicle assignment program. 
2.3.1 Branching at a Node 
Associated with each node are three sets of non-recurring cost "budget options'i" 
those that have been deleted, those that have been retained and sustained for a spe5ifibd 
number of years, and all remaining "options" whose status has not yet been deternfined. 
In order to select which of the undetermined "options" should be considered next, a:­
penalty function is defined for each such option; based upon the magnitude of the 
components of that option and the increase in recurring cost which would result if that 
bIption were not retained. The option which has the largest penalty associated with it 
is selected for consideration. That is, the option which is most likely to be includid 
in the final optimum selection and which pfbvides' the largest difference in lower bound 
values is chosen (Principle-of Inclusion). This choice, was determined heuristically; 
however it results in the lower bound approaching the-optimum mission model lower 
bound quickly. Nodes with -verylarge bounds are also quickly discarded using this: 
method so less computer storage is required. IA practice, this principle of inclusion 
often leads directly to an,optimal solution 
2.3.2 Calculation of Lower Bound 
A conservative estimate of the total program cost may be made at each node simply 
by summing the development cost-options which are definitiely included at that node; 
and their corresponding annual costs multiplied by the number of years which each is 
to be available. To this number is added the recurring cost bound determined by 
2-8 
assignihg.the least expensive vehicle, not already excluded, to each mission on, the 
basis of recurring cost only. Since each is a lower bound to the true non-recurrin 
or recurring cost, their sum represents a lower bound approximation to the total 
iis'si6n model cost. 
m .p 
Z = Lower Bound = lin c(i, j) + NR(i) (2.2) 
where 
NR(i) = D(i) + S(i)(tf - ta)jif option i is included at this node and through year 
tf. (ta is the first year option i is available.) 
NR(i) = 0 if option i is deleted or its status is undetermined. 
A lower bound (LB) penalty function may be calculated for each undetermined cost in 
order to sharpen the lower bound and hence reduce the number of nodes which must 
be considered. Great care must be exercised in the choice of this function, since the, 
lower bound represents the cost of a corresponding less constrained problem. In order 
'to insure optimality, this estimated cost must be less than the cost of any assignment, 
solution found by continuation from that node. 
The LB penalty function,which works effectively for the launch vehicle to mission 
assignment problemi is 'based on the increase in recurring cost which results if each
 
vehicle currently assigned to a mission is deleted. The increased recurring cost for
 
each vehicle 'is ,compared' to the development cost of that vehicle plus one year annual
 
cost, (since if a vehicle is: developed it must be sustained for at least one year). The 
smaller of these two numbers is taken as the penalty associated with deletion of that 
vehicle. Only the maximum penalty over all vehicles is added to the conservative lower 
bound because vehicle development costs are not independent and hence the sum. of 
these penalties added to the conservative lower bound would in general be larger than 
a true lower bound value. If a true lower bound is not used in the algorithm, a global, 
L7j w '9 
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73 
6ptinim solution cannot be guaranteed. The use of the above penalty function reduces, 
computer run-time by one-third or more over the conservative case. 
Although total calculation time for a given vehicle-to-mission model is directly influenced 
by the complexity of the penalty function, there is a tradeoff region which produces 
minimum total computer time for a given case. 
Figure 2-2 illustrates a typical tradeoff relationship: between total calculation time and 
penalty complexity. Point B represents direct enumeration of all possible assignments 
since the branch-and-bound technique requires some criterion upon which to choose the 
next option for consideration. Point C represents a random selection of the next option 
for consideration, which is extremely inefficient, but still represents an improvement 
over direct enumeration. Point D represents calculation of minimal assignrmnnts at 
each node, in order to take full advantage of the lower bound approximation. However, 
calculation time at each node would be excessive in this case. The area of interest 
(shaded) represents the combination of an effective criterion for choosing which option 
should be considered next and a good approximation to the actual lower bound cost at 
each node. 
z0 I. 
D 
I CALCULATE 
1MINIMAL 
I ASSIGNMENT 
I AT EACH 
E-i INODE 
DIRECT RANDOM SELECTION 
ENUMERATION OF NEXT OPTION 
~ TIME PER PENALTY FUNCTION CALCULATION 
Fig. 2-2 Effect of Penalty Function Complexity on Total
 
Calculatio. Time
 
2-.0
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2.4 OPTIMALITY OF SQLUTION 
Branching from the initial node-continues until all costs associated with a feasible 
solution have been considered at some node. The total cost of the solution at this node 
is compared to all lower-bounds on oth6r (incomplete) -nodes. If some nodes have lower 
bounds that are exceeded' by the cost of the solution just found, then the node withI 
minimum lower bound is dhosen as the starting point for reapplication of the branching 
procedure. This process is continued until there are no nodes whose lower bounds 
are less than the cost of the optimum solution found so far. For a given set of mission 
requirements, all possible combinations of vehicle stages into launch vehicles and all 
possible .assignments of these launch vehicles to the given missions are represented 
by the very large number of terminal nodes of the decision tree. As one proceeds 
from the initial node to any given terminal -node, the sequence of lower bounds obtained 
is non-decreasing. Therefore, when the final least lower bound condition occurs, the 
terminal node represents the global minimum cost launch vehicle combination and its 
assignment. 
2-11
 
Section 3 
LAUNCH VEHICLE ASSIGNMENT -PROGRAM 
This section-contains a-description of the computer program based on-the algorithm 
described in'Section 2. The program logic is described in general in this Section 3 
and is detailed in Appendix C, Volume 2. Detailed input requirements are listed in 
Appendix A along with a glossary of input terms. A sample case is presented in 
Appendix B which illustrates form of output and may be used for program checkout. 
3.1 LOGIC 
The overall program logic is shown schematically in Fig. 3-1 and consists of 15 sub­
routines. Each subroutine has been constructed as a self-contained package with a, 
minimum of interrelatioiship between routines. Consequently, any subroutine can 
be altered, expanded, or modified with the minimum amount of effort. The length-of 
each subroutine was restricted so that maximum use of the Fortran H mode of compila­
tion would result. This extremely efficient mode of compilation results in reduced 
storage and reduced run times in comparison with th 'more -conmon Fortran G mode; 
Figure 3-2 illustrates the overall relationship between subroutines. The primary 
purpose of each subroutine is presented at the beginning of its respective listing in 
Appendix D. Each subroutine- is stored with the prefix MOx02 fbllowed'by its two 
key letters; for example, MAIN:is stored under MOX02MN. Subroutine PACK is the 
only exception to these subroutine storage identifiers. It was written by the Technical 
Monitor for general NASA use' and is stored under the codle MOX01PK. As illustrated 
in Fig. 3-2, the program is currently run with one overlay necessitated by storage 
limitations. 
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Dhimieision constraints are detailed for.all input variables in Appendix A which also 
includes comments on internal restrictions involving variables. All other dimension 
cohnstrhints, data statements and equivalence relations maybe found at the -beginning 
of'the MAIN Fortran listing in Appendix- D, 
3. 2 GENERAL INPUT REQUIREMENTS 
Detailed input requirements are included in Appendix A and a general description of 
cost terms used in the model was presented in Table 2-1 of the preceding section. 
Input cost data may be related to individual stages, a family of stages, interstage 
integration &olaunchfacility. At present a launch facility is either ETR or WTR 
while a launch complex consists of at most three specific pads, at one of these facilities. 
Unit or recurring costs are expended at each launch. Fixed or one-time costs may be 
spread-out over a period of years, but are only spent once and must be spent before 
the component is considered operational. Annual costs include all sustaining-type 
-costs, and represent any cost computed on a yearly basis. All inpuf costs are 
grouped into one of these three categories, but may be related to any of the sources 
listed ,or to a particular vehicle if more convenient. 
Table 2-1 categorizes typical costs -which arise in,a vehicle-to-mission assignment and X 
identifies the -meaning of the three terms (unit, fixed, and annual). 
The actual relationships used in the program between cost categories and types are 
shown on Table 3-1. Recurring costs are input in terms of stage or integration costs. 
Any recurring costs associated with a specific launch pad are input under the associated 
booster recurring costs. 'Vehicle recurring costs are then computed by the program as 
the sum of all component stage recurring costs, plus any applicable integration recurring­
costs. 
4J 
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Table. 3-1 
INPUT COST CATEGORIES 
a Unit (Recurring)
 
-" "Hardware
SLaunch Site Support 
- Integration - Hardware 
SAnnual 
- Shared Cost Groupi5 , Hardware 
- Stage :--- Launch Pad 
- Integration Launch Site 
* Fixed (One-Time). 
- Shared Cost Group ]i -Hardware 
-Stage - -Launch Pad 
- Integration - Hardware 
Annual costs are quite complex in nature and hence require a detailed format for 
introduction into the program. For instance, fixed launch pad costs are launch 
complex oriented while annual costs are stage orieited. Annual costs are further 
complicated by the fact that a second pad does not require the same number of people 
to maintain it as the firstpad , Discipline-personnel are not -fullyutilized with only­
one pad, and thus need not be duplicated for the second pad. However,' other workers 
cannot maintain two, pad's at once, so they must be duplicated for the second pad. 
Fixed cost& may be entered for shared cost groups (familehs) or individual stages for' 
hardware and/or launch pad expenditures. Integration costs are only hardware 
oriented for the majority of realcases, so this one category of input'is sufficient. 
3.3 RATE EFFECTS 
The model is capable of investigating the implications that learning curves, batch 
production, and other types -ofrate effects have on the optimum -launchvehicle 
assignment. 
3
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2E6asfge now has three -types-of recurring costs associated with itand-for flexibility 
in handling differing costing methods each of these can be input in one of two forms. 
Th&"first type includes costs which are not related- to launch--site, such as hardware­
costs. The second type -refers to launch--support -costs associated-with-the eastern 
,test range, and the third refers to launch support costs associated with the western 
test -range. Each of these three cost categories can be input either in learning curve 
form or in jump-discontinuous form. 
3.3.1 Learning Curve Form 
'The cost of the first unit, C1 (either stage or integration related) is input along with 
the learning curve percentage, p . The average cost of producing the Nth unit, ' N:'
is then determined by 
-N ­tNK ln-p 
-K = In2S 1 , where In 2 
This equation utilizes the log-linear cumblative average form of learning curve. This 
'type of learning curve is illustrated in Fig. 3-3. 
0 
TOTAL UNITS PRODUCED 
Fig. 3-3 Learning Curve Form 
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Alfufifts required in any given year are assumed to.be produced at one time -unless 
batching is specified. 
Corresponding program variables are indicated in Table 3=2.-
Table 3-2 
CORRESPONDING VARIABLE NAMES -
LEARNING CURVE FORM 
Equation Program Coment 
Name Name 
C1 	 SR Stage Related 
RINT Integration Related 
p 	 PLC Stage Related 
PLCINT Integration Related 
3.3.2 Jump-Discontinuous Form 
This type of input can be used for those stage recurring costs which do not easily fit 
.into the learning curve form. It is assumed, that the total cost of, x stages, for 
1 -- -- P, is a constant, C . For x > P, the total cost, T, is defined by 
T =mx+b. 
The input'variables are P , C , -m , and b. Their corresponding program names 
used in the stage input data section are indicated on Table 3-3, The average cost 
of producing the Nth unit,-is determined-by dividing either, C or T by N, whichever 
is applicable depending on the total number of units produced. Figure 3-4 shows this 
r7 form of learning curve. 
j-3 	 -7 
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Table 3-3 
CORRESPONDING VARIABLE NAMES -
JUMIP - DISCONTINUOUS FORM 
(STAGE -RELATED-ONLY) 
Equation Name Program Name 
P 	 POJ 
C, SRJ(1) 
m SRJ(2) 
b 	 SRJ(3) 
H0 
a 
0 
o 	 I 
H! 
HP	 I
 
I
 
- p 
TOTAL UNITS PRODUCED 
Fig. 3-4 Jump - Discontinuous Form 
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3. 3. 9- Batch Production 
The'effects of batch production are-handled by inputting a number with-each- stage to 
indicate the number of-years -over which batching will occur. Then all the units of 
each stage required for launches during that range of years are assumed to be produced 
a:ioneime, thus resulting in a lower cost when the learning curves described above 
are applied. 
3.3.4 Setting Up Initial Case 
Since the use of learning effects assumes that the number of each unit required has 
already been determined and since these are the numbers which the model is optimizing, 
the incorporation of learning effects into the model requires that it now iterate on 
recurring costs. For the first iteration each stage and integration is given an equal 
opportunity to be chosen on the basis of recurring costs - i.e., it is assumed that each 
stage will perform every launch for which it is capable in the model. Hence, the 
maximum feasible number of each stage and integration as a function of year and test 
range is used to determine which point on the recurring cost curve to use. The, unit 
recurring cost for each vehicle by year and launch site, which is the sum of the unit 
recurring costs of its associated stages and, integrations is then the lowest possible 
for the mission matrix being optimized. The best assignment for the first iteration is, 
then determined based on -these,Costs. 
3. 3. 5 Determination of Optimum,-Soution 
I 
For subsequent iterations'the number of each stage and integration used in the last 
iteration by year ,and launch site is'-used to determine the -new-point on the recurring 
cost curve, except for those stages and integrations which were not selected for 
missions. To give these unused stages an opportunity to be selected on the next 
iteration, the previous minimum value of the 'recurring cost is reused. New vehicle 
recurring costs are calculated using these new or restored values and a new best 
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ass'igiirnent of vehicles to missions is determined. Between iterations a comparison 
is made of the number of each stage used in the previous iteration to that to be used 
in'the -next. If these are equal in every case then-the. optimum-solution is that found 
in the last -iteration. All cases tested using this refinement have -converged to-the 
optimum solution in two iterations. This behavior is expected fn general. 
3.4 LAUNCH VEHICLE TO MISSION COMPATIBILITY SCREEN 
Considerable saving of computational space can be realized if the very large set of all 
possible vehicle-mission combinations is first screened for compatibility. Ifa vehicle 
fails to satisfy any one of a mission's requirements, it is excluded from consideration 
for that mission before the data are input to the algorithm for optimum assignment: . 
Figure 3-5 is a functional diagram for this process which is performed in subroutines 
CAPABL and AVAIL. 
There are four vehicle-to-mission combinations that must be treated: (1) expendable 
vehicle and no return payload required for mission, (2) reusable vehicle and no return 
payload required for mission, (3) reusable vehicle and return payload required for 
mission and (4) expendable vehicle and return payload required for mission. In,this 
analysis, combination (4) is not allowed. Combination :(2) is allowed if NTRIP > 0 : 
' for that particular mission; otherwise -NTRIP = 0 signals that only expendable vehides 
may perform that mission. Combinations (2) and (3) are treated,like combination (1) 
using the same general performance check. In this check, if the vehicle can carry 
the required payload{atithe-required, AV , then the performance test is passed. 
Otherwise the number of trips-required by the vehicle to accomplish the mission is 
computed. If the numnber of trips required exceeds the maximum number allowed,) 
(input by the user)jthen 'that vehicle, is eliminated, from consideration for that mission. 
All vehicles passing the performance test may be further tested by specifying option 3 
and the following mission criteria for consideration in the vehicle.to-inission -compatibility 
screen. Actual input form is described in detail in Appendix A. 
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VEHICLEDATA-- MISSION-DATA 
IPERFORMO 
SAVAILABILITY 
-1 
MANRATING. 
41LAUNCH SITE 
RESTART 
REQUIREMENTS 
APRIORI . 
ASSIGNMENT 
NO GO GO 
WI• Fig. 3-5 Vehicle--to-vission Compatibility Screen 
'(1) 	 Payload Characteristics 
(a) 	 Stabilization requirements (spin-stabilized or not, or no special 
requirements) 
(b) 	 Man-rating requirement ­
(c) 	 A priori vehicle assignment (overrides program determination of 
optimum vehicle for that mission) 
(d) 	 Weight 
(e) 	 Priority assignment 
(2) 	 Launch Characteristics 
(a) 	 Launch site (ETR or WTR) 
(b) 	 Restart requirement (number of restarts required "s maximum number 
of restarts possible for vehicle) 
(c) 	 Characteristic velocity requirement 
(d) 	 Launch rate by year 
At present the user can specify one of three options of screening for use in determining 
whether a vehicle can or cannot accomplish a mission. 
3.4.1 Option 1 
Option 1 first looks 'to see if an a -priorivehicle assignment has been made for any' 
mission' If there is such, an assignment, all other vehicle are.-excluded from 
consideration for that mission. If no such assignment has been made then Option 1 
performs the screeningfunction,based ,on-performance criteria and availability. 
The 	characteristic velocity (total -required mission velocity) and desired payload 
weight point for each mission is compared to the excess velocity (required total 
mission ,AV - 2 5,j580 fps) versus payload curve for eachvehicle. If the mission 
requirement point lies below the curve then that vehicle is capable of performing 
that 	mission in an initial compatibility matrix. Otherwise a "sizing" test is made as 
described above. A second check is then made later in subroutine AVAIL to determine 
if each vehicle is available at the time of launch of those missions which it can 
perform and a final compatibility matrix is output. 
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3..4, 2 'Option 2 
Optioi 2 includes the above screen for any vehicles input directly and a direct 
performance test for any vehicles formed .in the stage-matching screen performed 
in subroutine MATE and described in subsection 3.7. 
3.4.3 Option 3 
Option 3 includes the screen described in Option 1, but adds the criteria of stabilization, 
man-rating, and restart requirements. 
For each mission there are three possiblities for the payload stabilization require 
ment: (1) it must be spin-stabilized, (2) it must be stabilized but not by spin, or 
(3) there is no requirement. If there is no requirement, then no test of a *vehiceLs 
stabilization capability is made. If there is a requirement, however, then a vehicle 
must meet it or be excluded from consideration for that mission. 
The man-rating requirement is handled in a similar manner, except that there are 
only two possibilities for each mission: 'it either-is' man-rated or it is not. If it is­
not, then no check of a vehicle's capability is made. If it is man-rated, then only 
vehicles which are man-rated are kept as possibilities for that mission. 
The last criterion, the inumber of restarts required, is simply compared to the 
maximum number possible for each vehicle and the final ,decision:'made" on this 
comparison. 
The priority-assignment for each mission is a measure, based on a unit scale, of 
the probability that the mission will be included in future mission models. Thus, 
the anticipated effects of changing space requirements and the budgetary environment 
can be imposed on the mission model. The priority factor is multiplied by all recurrzng 
costs associated with that mission. Thus, the expected mission recurring cost is 
output. All other costs are unaffected by the priority assignment. 
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3.'5' REUSABLE LAUNCH VEHICLE CONSIDERATIONS-
Thd mdiltiple parameters associated with reusable launch vehicles such as. expected 
liTftim6 of each. stage, -sfage -turn-around time, mission duration -and launch rate, 
launch pad turn-around time and payload "sizing" requirements may be treated[ in 
many -ways. 
One major use of this assignment program is to determine characteristic values for 
the above parameters that will make reusable vehicles significantly less expensive 
than expendables. For this analysis the program currently requires that an initial 
buy of NU units for each reusable stage be input, along with the unit purchase price, 
UPP. The total cost of these initial stages is added to the input stage development. 
cost before the algorithm in subroutine CHOOZ determines the optimum assignment. 
If the cost of the initial stages is included in the input stage development cost, then 
UPP = unit purchase price is input as zero. 
Section 3.4 describes how reusable launch vehicles are screened for mission com­
patibility, and also "sized" to mission payload requirements if desired. The remaining 
parameters> that when combined, 'deterniine the initial buy required for each stage, 
can be input into the user's, own subroutine called REUSE. This. subroutine may be 
as detailed as the user requires but nPmajor changes- in ,the assignm-ent program ate 
- . 
necessary for its inborpdration. The program has teen structured for inclusion of' 
such a subroutine. iThe MAIN program and subroutine STGNUM contain several 
comment cards that,describe how. subroutine, REUSE-will fit into the -current program 
Thus, the program currently handles initial unit purchases directly, and may easily 
be expanded by the user so that the optimal number of units to be purchased can be 
determined-for -each stage by the program-based on the-parameters introduced by the 
user in subroutine REUSE. 
3.6 LAUNCH FACILITY AND LAUNCH PAD CONSIDERATIONS 
Launch facility and launch pad information may or may not be input as, the user desires. 
If such information is input, then each vehicle is paired with one pad complex at ETR 
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.and-'one' at WTR. Dates of complex availability may also be input; otherwise the 
program assumes the complex is already available and will be maintained (as required). 
The assignment program chooses candidates for optimal solution on the basis of one 
launchpad being available for each vehicle in the candidate set. After each candidate, 
set for optimal assigmnent is determined, the actual number of launch pads required 
is gcomputed on the basis of an input maximum number of launches/year/pad possible 
for each complex. Additional funds required for extra launch pad costs (if any) 
associated with this candidate assignment are added to the total cost for this assign­
ment. The lower bounds for all competing assignments are compared to this augmented 
cost. The algorithm proceeds to find new candidate solutions until all competing lower 
bounds are greater than the actual least total cost computed for one of the candidates 
already determined. The candidate assignment yielding this least total cost is thus: 
the global optimum solution. 
3.7 STAGE MATCHING SCREEN 
The capability to combine stages, forming conceptual launch vehicles subject-to ceitain 
constraints, is available by specifying Option 2 (see subsection 3.4). This option 
provides identification of combinations of stages that have potential as "acceptable'!-­
launch vehicles. Up to 6Q, launch vehicles comprised-of 2, 3, or 4 stages can be 
generated from stage inputs. Required information to-be considered for stages are 
thrust, Weight, diameter, and distance required behind [an upper stage by its nozzle-
A 
structure. Approximate interstage weights are calculated for use in the thrust-to­
weikht constraints. 
A classification is specified for each stage to restrict its usage as follows: 
o Type 'I - First stageonly (booster)
 
a Type 2 - Second or third stage
 
* Type 3 - Second, third, or fourth stages 
* Type 4 - Third or fourth stage (uppermost stage on yehicle) 
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If-optidn -2 is specified, then the stage -information-must -be input so that Type 1 stages 
precede Type 2 stages, etc. Stages that are not to be considered in this screen must, 
fbllow 'Type 4 stages. 
All vehicles generated are subject to the constraint that they can get into low earth 
orbitias calculated by a simple performance roeutine .- Additional constraints are 
as follows: 
(1) 	 Two-Stage Vehicle 
(a) 	 Thrust-to-weight of first stage less than 3.5 but greater than 1.2 
(b) 	 Diameter of second stage greater than 0.28 but less than 1.2 times 
diameter of first stage 
(2) 	 Three-Stage Vehicle 
(a) 	 Thrust-to-weight of first stage less than 3.0 but greater than 1.2 
(b) 	 Thrust-to-weight of second stage less than 1.25 but greater than 0. 3U 
(c) 	 ISame first- to- second stage diameter constraints as two stage vehicle 0K 
(d) 	 Diameter of third stage greater than 0.28 but less than 1.2 times 
diameter of second stage 
(3) 	 Four-Stage Vehicle 
(a) Thrust-to-weight of first stage less than 3. 0 but greater than 1. 2 
(b) Thrust-to-Weight of'second. stage less than 1.5 but greater than 0.32 
,(c) Thrust-to-weight of third. stage less than L-25 but greater than 0.30< 
(d) 	 Same~fir§t-to-second and second-to-third stage diameter constraints 
as threetttage vehicle 
(e), Diameter of fourth stage greater than 0.25 but less than 1.2 times 
diameter of third stage 
The above constraints are included because they represent realistic data for launch 
vehicles of present interest. However, these bounds may be simply varied if later 
conditions dictate without coniputational penalty. 
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A 'S ed1_ generated vehicle- passes-the .above..screen -in-IATE itis.-compared to an 'inpuit 
list of vehicles (if any) to see if the same vehicle has already been considered for this: 
mission. assdgnent program. - If the .generated-vehicle-is not found on .this-list, then­
this, new vehicle is added to the list and subroutine. PERF is called to determine. the ­
capability of this vehicle to perform each mission in the mission model. A flow 
diagram for subroutine PERF, which was written by the Technical Monitor of (this 
Study, is available in Appendix C of Volumet.2. This subroutine is used for vehicles 
not directly input to the program, and uses the thrust, ISP, empty weight, and fuel 
weight of all the stages of a vehicle to determine the vehicle's payload for a specified 
characteristic velocity. It uses an iterative procedure and approximate formulas for 
the various velocity losses in arriving at a solution. One added feature is that sub­
routine PERF will use the performance of the lower stages if the curve matching 
constants of a vehicle using the same lower stages are input. 
After all stages have been considered for vehicle formation, or storage has been 
filled with-6 vehicles (whichever occurs first), the: program returns control to 
MAIN where these,vehicles and their capability matrix are further prepared fok the, 
algorithm in CHOOZ. 
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,,BUDGET SMOOTHING AND LAUNCH VEHICLE ASSIGNMENT PROGRAM
 
The optimum assignment _model described in the preceding section was integrated with 
an existing Budget Smoothing Program described in detail in Ref. 4. The assignment 
portion of this integrated model includes rate effects on recurring costs but does not 
include launch pad considerations. The program logic is described in general in this 
section and is detailed in Appendix G. Complete input requirements are listed in 
Appendix E along with a glossary of input terms. An interesting sample case is 
presented in Appendix F which illustrates the form of output and may be used for 
program check-out. Those portions of the integrated program which duplicate articles 
found in the preceding section or in Ref. 4 will be omitted from this section. 
4.1 LOGIC 
The optimum assignment program was integrated with the budget smoothing program 
through use of almasterl program which translates from one model to the other. 
A general logic diagram of ,this masterprogram and the two-main subroutines, 
ASSIGN and SMOOTH are presefted. in Figs. 4-1 through 4-3. 
The master program (MASTER) calls first the vehicle assignment program (ASSIGN) 
in order to obtain mission data, cost data and Optimum vehicle-to-mission assignment 
based on-this data. MlASTER then transforms this data so that it may be used directly 
by the budget smoothing program (SMOOTH). SMOOTH shifts development dates, 
launch dates and-development duration to achieve a,level of spending close to the 
desired level. The desired levels of spending and constraints on possible program 
shifts are input to SMOOTH directly. The new development dates and development 
costs generated by SMOOTH are transformed by MASTER so that ASSIGN can use the 
data for a revised vehicle to mission assignment. The program iterate's:between 
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Fig. 4-3 General Flow Diagram for SMOOT Program -
ASSIGi- and SMOOTH until no major changes are generated by -SMOOTH. Then, 
MASTER either terminates or starts a new case with associated data. 
Fif'ie 4-4-illustrates the- overall -relationshipbetween the-22 subroutines. Subroutines 
in the assignment portion of the integrated model correspond to subroutines in the 
asignment model described in the preceding section which have the same name. 
Common storage in the two versions are different, however, so that subroutines 
having the same name are stored under different identifying labels. The integrated 
program consistently uses the first and last letters of the subroutine name for 
identification. For instance, Subroutine STGNUM is stored under MOX02SM in the 
integrated program and stored under MOX02SN in the assignment program described, 
in Section 3. Subroutines CLEAR (MOX01CL), INPUT (ALINPT), and PLOT (MOX01UP) 
are available to all NASA computer users and are described in Ref. 4 and Appendix G. 
Subroutines PACK (MOX01PK) and AFRMT (MOX02AT) were written in 360 Assembler 
Language by the Technical Monitor of this study. Listings for each are included in 
Appendix H and a description of both subroutines appear in Appendix G. The remaining 
subroutines have flow charts in detail in Appendix G and Fortran listings in Appendix H. 
The first comment card in each subroutine listing states the primary purpose of that 
subroutine. Other comment cards describing the purpose of each section and defining 
any pertinent variable whose, name is 'notmnemonic are distributed, liberally throughout 
the listing so that new users may familiarize 'themselves with-the logicalifunction of 
each, subsection within the-program. 
Dimension restrictibns are detailed in Appendix E, for input variables and for internal 
variables, indirectly associated with the input. Other internal dimension restrictions 
may be fotmd in the first part of the program listing for MASTER in Appendix H. 
Equivalence relations and ,data statements- are, also listed in MASTER. 
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4. 2' 	 INPUT REQTIREMENTS 
Detailed input requirements are available in Appendix E and the general input philosophy 
will be discussed in this-subsection. 
In itheointegration with the Smoothing Programthe Assignment Program described in 
Section 3 was essentially unchanged. Only new input variables were added to the 
original input section. These new variables are not used explicitly in the algorithm 
which determines the least cost assignment; they are, however, carried back to the 
Master Program where they are modified, if necessary, before entering the Budget 
Smoothing subroutine. This procedure provides better organization of input data and 
to be made easily.allows data changes 
The Budget Smoothing Program described in Ref. 4 was modified to reflect the -changed 
input philosophy. Essentially only the budget levels, smoothing intervals and program 
constraints are now input directly to the SMOOTH subroutine. 
Internal variables have the same definition in the two versions of the Budget Smoothing 
Program (i.e., original version in Ref. 4 and modified version in Subroutine SMOOTH). 
Thus/ reference from one to the other is facilitiated., 
4.2.1 Program Definitions 
The original Budget ;Smoothing Model''is extremely-flexible: in the type of input it can 
receive. -In order to retain as much generality as possible and still interface the twoII 
programs the following approach was used. A program, whose elements are to be shifted, 
by SMOOTH, is- defined totbe either: 
(1) 	 Missions involving at least one launch date and no more than 10 consecutive­
launch years per specific mission. Payload costs (including recurring, 
development and sustaining types) and corresponding dates of expenditure 
are input-along with the -mission requirements and launch rate schedule. 
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((2) 	 Development and sustaining programs associated with feasible launch 
vehicles. Recurring costs and their associated rate parameters are input 
at the same time as expenditure distributions foreach such development 
and sustaining program. These developnent program may be related 
directly to a stage, integration, or shared cost group. In contrast, the 
physical characteristics of any vehicle and the distribution of the recurring 
cost associated with that vehicle is input along with other strictly vehicle­
related information. 
(3) 	 Any miscellaneous program having no direct effect on the optimum vehicle, 
assignment and no launch schedule associated with it, but having a definite 
development and/or sustaining and/or fixed cost associated with it. (e.g., 
a future development program whose costs and dates of expenditure are. 
known approximately but which can be tied to no definite single mission or 
vehicle component.) 
Program types (1) and (3) have all associated costs input to the SMOOTH subroutine, 
while only those development and sustaining programs in (2) actually selected 'in the 
vehicle assignment algorithm are applicable to the SMOOTH subroutine. Only type 
(2) costs are used to determine the optiffun vehicle assignment in the combined
 
program.
 
4.2.2 Program Elements 
Typical program elements are illustrated in Fig. 4-5 for program types (1) and (2). 
Exfsting,-stages are sustained -fromthe input reference year until the last year they 
are actually used .as determined by the algorithm in ASSIGN. Sustaining costs for 
newly developed stages, beginafter -the,development is two-thfrds complete. Stages 
are considered operational during their last year of development. Vehicle recurring 
costs are spread by the standard distribution (first year = 0. 05 total recurring cost 
second year = 0. 20 total recurring cost, third year = 0.50 total recurring cost, 
fourth year = launch year = 0.25 total recurring cost) unless overridden by input 
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int vaiable ALPI (see Appendix E). Development costs -associated with a vehicle 
(whether they are stage, family or integration related) are automatically distributed 
by the symmetric Beta distribution over the development duration input with each ­
such-cost. 
If another distribution is desired, that cost (whether it be development, 'run-out or 
any other miscellaneous cost) may be input under the variable name. R) with its' 
associated start date, NRFX, and duration in years, NSFX. Since these miscellaneous 
costs are input as fixed dollar amounts for each specified year, any distribution 
desired is allowed as long as its duration is less than 13 years. 
Payload and other mission related costs are input in much the same way as vehicle: 
related costs. The two major differences are that 
(1) 	 Payload recurring costs are distributed by an input distribution to RDIST 
only. There is no automatic standard distribution. 
(2) 	 The payload may be sustained for NSYR years after the last launch. ThE 
provision allows for data acquisition and compilation. 
It should be noted that miscellaneous costs associated with a mission or launch vehicle 
component are constrained in SMOOTH by any input constraints on, the associated 
program. For example, if the development start date of-a nissi6n payload is 
constrained, then the start date -of any miscellaneous- costlassociatedwifh that mission 
is similarly constrained. In contrast, program type 3 costs (see subsection 4.2.1) 
which are miscellaneous in nature are only constrained by direct-inputs, to that effect. 
4.2.3 Constraints 
Constraints are input directly to SMOOTH involving program types (1) and (3). Thev 
are keyed according to the following table where: 
KODE = the type of constraint by KEY number (see Table 4-1)
 
NPROG = _N the constrained program reference number
 
KPROG = K = the constraining program reference number
 
-. - -associated-real number -constant
CS . 
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Table 4-1 
KEY TO PROGRAM CONSTRAINTS(a) 
KODE.- Type of -Constraint 
I START N > ENDK + CS(1) 
.2 ENDN + CS < STARTK (1) 
3 STARTN = CS 
4 ENDN = CS 
5 DEV. DURATIONN = CS (FIXED DURATION) 
6 LAUNCH DATEN + CS s LAUNCH DATEK 
7 LAUNCH DATEN 5 CS 
8 NO CHANGES ALLOWED 
9 kSTARTN - CS 
10 'LAUNCH DATEN --CS 
11 ENDN + CS < LAUNCH DATEK 
(a) START and END refer to Development 
Examples of the flexibility of this approach- are provided in Ref. 4. Input programt data 
must satisfy the input constraints to ensure a correct output from SMOOTH. Any 
violations in input data ar printed out before "smoothing" begins so that the user is 
aware of the condition. The program will continue even if violations occur since in 
many cases the violations,are,,corrected by the "shifting" process. 
Programl'type.(2) data is automatically constrained in the MASTER routine. KODE 11 
is used to ensure thlat all development programs selected by ASSIGN in the optimum 
solution end before the component being developed is to be launched. Thus, SMOOTH 
is automatically constrained so that the optimum vehicle assignment input to SMOOTH 
is still a feasible candidate assignment after SMOOTH is complete. Whether this 
assignment is still optimum depends on which variables have been "shifted" by 
SMOOTH. If key variables have been changed ASSIGN is called again to determine 
a new (orl possibly the sare) optimum assignment. 
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4. 3 ' OUTPUT 
A-'a m ple output is presented-in Appendix -Fand a .general -description,-follows. 'First, 
all :th& nput data is output for-reference, including data computed by- the program which 
will be input to the ASSIGN algorithm. Then the optimum assignment is output listing, 
each,,mission and the assigned optimum vehicle, along with total mission model cost. 
Input to SMOOTH is output automatically as it appears on the data card. "Average" 
recurring cost data for each vehicle in the optimum assignment is computed in VEHRC. 
It is determined by totaling the actual recurring cost for each vehicle over the entire 
mission duration and then dividing by the total number of vehicles used throughout the, 
mission model. Finally the input cost data is output by program and type and also by 
year. A plot showing actual spending by year and desired spending level by year 
follows. The program then smooths this input data and outputs the final result in the 
same form as it did the input data. Launch vehicle requirements by year are output 
using the smoothed data. At this point the program either terminates because an 
optimum smoothed assignment has been found or else it returns to ASSIGN arid outputs, 
the new data which will be used in the algorithm. The output cycle then continues as 
explained above until an optimum solutionthas'ben found. 
Section 5 
-CONCLUDING R.EMARKS 
'5.1 'GENERAL DISCUSSION. 
In performing advanced planning for space missions for an extended future period, 
numerous factors affect the selection of launch vehicles and their assignment to ­
missions for a least-cost total program. These many factors must be evaluated by 
the planner in accomplishing the maximum space program under continuing economic 
constraints. In addition, the planner must consider year-by-year funding limits and 
the priority of missions consistent with national goals, and be able to rapidly develop 
and assess alternative programs-. 
A future space program will normally include a mix of existing stages or vehicles, 
growth versions of these, and new starts. Assessment of the optimal application of 
this mix to future programs requires evaluation of associated vehicle physical, 
performance and cost factors. Similar data must be considered as they relate, to 
production, operation and' maintenance, -and program elements such as launch sites 
and pads,_ manufacturing lines, and sustaining engineering- Because of continuing­
budgetary restrictions- and complexity resulting from interrelationship between the 
many cost factors, the economic aspects are very important. The extensively 
modified, branch-and-bound aliorithm,which is the core algorithni of the developed 
programs (the optimal vehicle assignment model and the integrated budget smoothing 
and vehicle assignment model, emphasizes this economic analysis. 
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5,.2 .!SUMMARY OF RESULTS
 
folowing selected comments are based on the preceding summary discussion -
and] detailed description in-the report: 
o 	 To achieve optimal least-cost assignment of launch vehicles to future space 
missions over an extended future period, many factors, including physical, 
performance, and cost parameters, must be considered. 
o 	 The interrelationships between these many factors results in a large com­
binatorial problem. Because of its dimensions, the problem has not been 
tractable to direct methods - manual or computer based. The analytical approach­
and implementing computer programs developed in this study, therefore, use 
accelerated search techniques in providing the optimal vehicle-to-mission 
assignment.
 
o Budgetary constraints are of continuing importance to future space programs. 
While satisfying physical and performance requirements in the vehicle-to­
mission assignment, therefore, emphasis has been given to economic con-' 
siderations in the solution methodology. In this methodology all cost elements arT 
explicilty handled in the three basic categories (nonrecurring, recurring, and sus­
taining), and as a result a global, .minimum-cost vehicle assignment is assured. 
"0 Techniques have been emphasized" that decrease computation time. These 
include the use of penalty functions in making node decisions and lower bound 
estimates, and bypassing unnecessary subroutines during core algorithm 
operation. 
" 	 "Packing" and "overlaying" techniques have been used to permit operation on 
computers with storage limitations. 
" Each vehicle candidate analyzed can consists of four stages, Using alternate 
configurations -of'the same stage, the program can compare alternate designs. 
o 	 Both the vehicle assignment and the integrated budget smoothing and vehicle 
assignment programs are structured to provide independence between sdb­
routines. This characteristic provides the user with flexibility in applying 
the programs to his particular problem. 
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@8''Shared or .'family-i costs arise from derivative versions of a vehicle--e. g., 
the "Atlas family," "Titan family," and "Agena family." In these cases certain 
"costs are intradependent and are handled appropriately by the models. 
-6 'The integrated vehicle assignment.and budget smoothing program provides a­
powerful tool for the advanced planner. With data input for missions and 
-,stages (or vehicles) under consideration, the model can assess various 
alternatives and provide data for planning decision. Variations of interest 
include different budget ceilings, mission priorities, alternative mission models, 
constrained launch windows, and other factors. Interaction between.the vehicle 
.assigniment model and the budget si5noothing model ensures that a 6ast-cost 
program is provided for smoothing in each case. 
e 	On a single run an optimal vehicle-to-mission assignment, the total program 
cost and an array of data relating to this least-cost program is output. By 
iterative runs, sensitivity to variations in input parameters can be determined. 
While run time isnormally short, it is desirable to assess the effect of input 
variability on a single-run basis so that a parametric family of outputs can.be 
provided by a single run. It is recommended that the model be modified to 
provide this capability. 
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